
COLOUR PRO CONSULTATION
BAR
SKU:853-95

The Colour Pro Consultation Bar is  designed for salons that provide
a high volume of color services . Show the customer the result
before they commit! The two-sided bar allows them to view the
color on one s ide, while storing product on the other.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Measures : 95”W x 21”D x 46”H
Angled display on customer s ide
Upper-cabinet storage on back
Color samples & accessories beyond the millwork are
selected & supplied by the distributor &/or salon

SHIPPING INFORMATION

Item generally ships via Freight(Truck) service

Weight: 320 lbs
Dimensions: 66"L x 32"W x 56"H

WARRANTY

3 Years :  

Ball-Bearing Drawer Slides
Cabinet hinges

1 Year: 

All remaining components , unless noted otherwise, are
guaranteed for a period of one year from the date of
purchase.
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Finish Schedule
Face Color - 
Top Color - 
Toe Color - 
Reveal / Accent Color - 
Hardware - 
Interior - 
Other (Specify) - 

853-95-1
Quantity - 

NTS

General Notes:
1. All counter tops are to be made removable wherever possible.
2. Items must be broken into managable sections

For Shipping. Mark For Ease Of Reassembly.
3. Install Shipping Cleats Wherever Possible To

Prevent Shipping Damage.
4. Purchased items Must Be Trial Fit Before Shipping.

Attach adjacent cabinets, end panels, and 
support legs by fastening through the 
pre-drilled holes with the provided 
connector bolts. These bolts will thread 
into a factory installed threaded fastener, 
t-nut or provided matching connector nut
depending upon the application and
visibility of the fasteners. Some
applications may require drilling holes
on-site and the use of  1 ¼” wood screws
and decorative washers.

All electrical connections are to be made 
by a qualified electrician in accordance 
with all national, state, and local electrical
codes.

Fluorescent light fixtures are to be wired 
by the electrician. The electrician is also 
responsible for cutting an appropriate 
entry point for getting power to the light.


